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Mostly cloudy today with
a chance of scattered
showers. High in the low
50s. Increasing cloudiness tonight. Low in the
low 40s.

Bowling Green State University
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High schools found deficient

Students unprepared for college

Editor's Note: This is the second in a
three-part series dealing with the
problems and the prospects for quality education on the university level.
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

There has been a rising interest in
the basic acceptance standards of
universities.
According to University Executive
Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Dr. Karl Vogt, the reason for the
greater awareness is due to a study
done by the Ohio Board of Regents.
This study concentrated on the question of how well high school students
areprepared for college.
The study showed there has been a
deficiency in student abilities in writing, reading, mathematics and other
academic subjects. The conclusions
were based on the ACT and SAT
scores of students preparing to enter
college after high school.
"They are lacking the basic high
school skills that are expected of them
to be successful in college," Vogt
said.
Vogt also pointed out that the University has not necessarily raised its
qualifications for acceptance.
"AFTER ALL," Vogt said, "this is
a state school and, being that, it must
follow rigid Ohio laws which require
every Ohioan a right to enter the

University as long as they have a
valid high school diploma."
"Our whole purpose is to increase
the curriculum requirement for college entry in the secondary schools,"
he said.
The University admissions office
also takes a stance on high school
curriculum requirements for acceptance to the University, Admissions
Director John Martin said.
"We strongly recommend that all
students planning to attend the University complete four years of English, three years of math, and have a
good background in the sciences and
history areas," Martin said.
These recommendations were sent
to all Ohio high schools in a letter
drafted by Vogt. Both Martin and
Vogt agree that if students accomplish these high school goals, they
should be prepared for college curriculum.
"WE DICTATE a lot of money to
remedial courses such as reading and
writing, which are basically teaching
high school material," Vogt said. "If
we demonstrate to the high schools
that these courses could be taught at
that level, those students would not
have to waste their time in college
taking what they could have already
and we could put that money elsewhere where it would be beneficial to
college academics."

Martin said there are times during
the year when the University must be
more selective because of Increased
competition for acceptance.
"The fall semester is very competitive," Martin said. "Therefore, we
must look at grade point averages,
results of ACTs and SATs, as well as
class rank. Those with the best credentials are in."
There are various factors that give
colleges the right to be so selective.
The University can only provide for so
many students since the faculties are
limited, according to Vogt.
"AS FAR as standards for Bowling
Green, they are high but not that
high," Vogt said. "However, I can
understand and agree with raising the
standards of the various professional
schools within the University."
According to Dr. John Huffman,
acting director of the school of journalism, the reason for the increase in
requirements for the school is due
mostly to information gathered from
alumni and professionals in the field.
"Through our alumni and professional contacts, we have found that
only the best get the jobs," Huffman
said. "Not everyone can make the
grade. Therefore, it is better to find it
out now before wasting four years'."
Huffman also explained that the
economic situation of the country has
affected the school.

The Red Cross bloodmobile is in operation for volunteer blood donors Throughout the week
Union. Volunteers from campus organizations are helping with this bi-annual blood drive.

see STANDARDS page 3
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Shuttle readies for flight despite helium gas leak

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) -Columbia's four-man crew, largest ever
to assemble for space flight, began
final preparations Tuesday after
NASA decided to ignore a "creeping"
helium leak and launch a less-thanperfect shuttle Thursday morning.

tor, engineers
was
slower than expected and NASA officials elected to bend mission rules
and launch regardless.

shuttle, mated to its fuel tank and two each from their customers - Satellite
solid rocket boosters, would have Business Systems of McLean, Va
been taken back into its assembly and Telesat Canada, Inc. The agency
hangar.
isn't making money on the flight,
however. The cost of flying the shuttle
"We are compromising by say
On-time launch is particularily im- on its 5-day mission is about $150
the leak rate is acceptable for flight,
portant to the National Aeronautics million.
said director Stanley Gross. Rules say and Space Administration since the
two communications firms are
Countdown was going smoothly for the shuttle won't be launched with a agency's shuttle is carrying its first theThe
in a long line of customers
Columbia's first commercial venture faulty back-up system. Helium is used commercial payloads - two nearly who first
have signed on to pay NASA for
after four test flights. Liftoff was set to pressurize fuel lines and Gross said identical communications satellites shuttle
launch services.
for 7:19 a.m. EST; the weather fore- the leak would go away in flight.
that will be released from the cargo
The launch "window" - the time
cast was favorable.
bay and rocketed 22,300 miles into during which the vehicle can be
THE DECISION to ignore the leak space.
launched - is only 33 minutes, much
After a night of monitoring the avoids a weeks-long delay. A quick fix
shorter than usual. The need to be at a
ship's faulty back-up helium regula- would not have been possible and the
NASA is receiving about $11 million precise point at a precise time for the

Suspect found in Chapman
Hall harassment incidents
one will go through the city
courts," Bess said.
If all the charges are considered
Campus Safety and Security has first degree misdemeanors, maxifound one suspect in an investiga- mum punishment would be six
tion of harassment incidents in months in jail and a $1,000 fine for
Chapman Hall, according to Wil- each charge, Bess added.
liam Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security.
"At least nine people (officers)
He added that no charges have have worked on the case at one
been filed yet, but "the case is time or another since the beginning
nearing an end."
of the case" which has been under
The suspect remains unidenti- investigation since Oct. 6, Bess
fied and will face charges of tele- said.
phone harassment, criminal
The case involves harassment of
mischief, criminal damaging and four girls on second floor Chapman
falsification, Bess said.
and includes incidents of telephone
"Any charges filed against any- harassment and property damage.
by Mary Jo McVay
staff reporter

satellite launches is one of the new devices from the ship's 60-foot-long
constraints.
cargo bay. They also will take the
first shuttle space walks when they
THE FOUR ASTRONAUTS who step together into the open bay on
will ride Columbia on its fifth leap into Sunday for 31* hour tests of their suits
space flew to Cape Canaveral from and their ability to work outside the
their training base in Houston.
ship.
Vance Brand and Robert Overmyer, the commander and pilot, flew
Previously, no more than three
together in one plane; William Lenoir people have ever blasted away from
and Joe Allen, who will handle the Earth together - in the American
satellite launches and take a space- Apollo and Soviet Soyuz ships. The
walk, were aboard the other.
Soviets have had as many as five
cosmonauts inhabiting their Salyut
Lenoir and Allen will monitor the space station at one time, but they
satellites, ejecting them with spring rode up in two vehicles.

Protest:

in the

Regime vows to top Solidarity strike NEWS

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Communist
Poland's martial law regime vowed to
crush nationwide protest strikes set
for Wednesday and declared it will do
anything to "ensure peace."
The government seized underground Solidarity radio transmitters
and a printing press Tuesday and was
reported putting former union activists into protective custody" or detention for 48 hours.
Warsaw appeared calm, however,
and official and unofficial sources in
several other large Polish cities reported no overt police presence on the
eve of the protests.

"We hope all citizens will understand that respect for law and order is
in the interest of state and society,"
government spokesman Jerzy Urban
fold a news conference. "If it is necessary, the government will use all
measures to ensure peace."
"It is difficult for the authorities to
anticipate what will happen tomorrow
(Wednesday)," Urban said. "But
there is no reason to worry too much.
We are calm and determined."

termined to ensure peace. "The
measures will depend on the scale of
the disturbances, he said.
Although Urban linked the outcome
of Wednesday's events to the duration
of martial law, he also suggested that
a weaker showing by strikers would
not slow official pledges to try to lift
military rule by the end of this year.
"If the response is decreasing,
there will still be conditions for lifting
martial law," Urban said. "If there
are disturbances on a larger scale, we
URBAN UNDERLINED a warning will have to wait with lifting martial
from the Council of Ministers Mon- law until it is calm and peaceful in the
day, saying the government was de- country."

Student legal rights a concern
Editor's Note: This is the first hi a student."
two-part series on the University judiDickinson, who has been director
cial system.
since 1970, said he has no legal training. Yet, he said he believes that his
by Erin Esmont
understanding of the court system
and Laurie Madden
allows him to council students on
legal matters.
Over 400 students a year pass
All complaints involving violations
through the Office of Standards and in the student code originate at the
Procedures on disciplinary charges. Office of Standards and Procedures.
These students find themselves an- Dickinson said if he believes that the
swerable to one man - Derek Dickin- complaint is justified, he will contact
son.
the alleged student violator.
"My number one job is to enforce
The majority of these complaints
rules and regulations and to interpret are brought by residence hall directhe University student code," Dickin- tors, Dickinson said.
son, director of Standards and Procedures said. "I also notify the students
"I USE Standards and Procedures
of exactly what their rights are as a as my last resort of discipline," Mary

Beth Vahala, complex coordinator for
Offenhauer, said.
"Derek (Dickinson) definitely
knows what he is doing. He looks after
students' rights, and ne makes sure
that students have a chance at due
process of law.".
Once contacted, the alleged offender is informed of his rights regarding due process of law. Due
process of law involves:
•the right to choose legal counsel
•the right to a hearing before Standards and Procedures or the Student
Arbitration Board
\
•the right to receive documented evidence and witnesses
•and the right to appeal through the
University Appeals Board.

This board is comprised of two
faculty members, two graduate students, two undergraduate students
and one administrator. Appeals that
6o beyond this point are heard by the
niversity president. But Dickinson
said the majority of the cases begin
and end in his office.
"THE STUDENTS really get a fair
hearing," James Harter, Rodgers
Hall Director, said. "A lot of students
decide to work it out with Derek
(Dickinson), but they do have the
option of going before the Student
Arbitration Board.
"I really haven't had to send too
many cases over to the Office of
Standards and Procedures so far this
year. I have been fortunate to have a

good group of guys."
Dickinson said he also believes the
fairness of the hearing is essential.
"The fact that someone is found
guilty or not guilty isn't as important
as the fairness of the hearing itself,"
he said.
He explained several reasons why a
large percentage of students choose
Standards and Procedures over Student Arbitration Board.'
Student offenders often do not want
other students to hear cases which
involve sensitive issues, he said. Also,
because of the limited number of
people involved. Standards and Procedures is able to hear cases faster,
he said.
see DICKINSON page 3

Massacre testimonies result in paradox
TEL AVTV, Israel (AP) - Testimony
given to the commission probing the
Beirut massacre suggests Israeli
leaders should have known that by
sending Christian militiamen into
Palestinian refugee camps they were
risking a slaughter.
After two weeks of hearings at
which Prime Minister Menachem Begin, Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
and top generals have faced tough
questions from the three commission

members, a paradox emerges.
Begin testified Monday that the
Israeli army went into Moslem west
Beirut Sept. 15 after the killing of
President-elect Bashir Gemayel because Israel feared Gemayel's Christian followers would go on a
vengeance rampage against their
Moslem enemies. But Begin and Sharon also have insisted "it never occurred to us" that the Christians
would slaughter Palestinians in the
camps.

-

They say they expected civilian
casualties in the camps, but believed
the Christians were a disciplined
force that would obey orders - to fight
guerrillas and avoid harming innocents.
THE COMMISSION is investigating Israel's role in the Sept. 16-18
atrocity at the Sabra and Chatilla
camps, where Israel's Christian militia allies killed hundreds of Palestinians. The Israelis invaded Lebanon on
June 6 to rout Palestinian guerrillas.

^^^^^_

Not all testimony has been heard,
and some witnesses have testified in
secret because of national security
regulations.
But from the public testimony,
other questions arise.
Begin conceded under questioning
that a Cabinet minister. Deputy Premier David Levy, expressed ''very
grave concern" about a massacre,
during a Cabinet meeting Thursday,
Sept. 16, when Levy learned the Christians just had been allowed into the

camps.
Why did Levy's fears go unheeded?
Why, in the words of commission
member Aharon Barak, did they not
"turn on any red lights among other
ministers? Begin and Sharon implied
that if Levy were so worried, he could
have pressed the issue and demanded
a vote.
POTENTIALLY more damaginc
are the words of Lt. Gen. Raphael
Eytan, the chief of staff, at the same
Cabinet meeting.

Fighting for muffins
NEW YORK (AP) - All English
muffins are not created equal.
And the bakers at Thomas' aim to
keep it that way.
The nation's leading muffin
maker is going to court to prevent
three former employees from revealing a 102 year-old secret — how
to make muffins with lots of
yawning nooks and crannies to hold
the melted butter, as the ads say.
S.B. Thomas Inc. of Totowa.
N.J., filed suit in New Jersey to
keep the ex employees from giving
the English muffin recipe to their
new employer — and Thomas' new
competitor — Entenmann.
Michael Sayeau, a spokesman
for CPC International Inc.. Thomas'
parent company, says "we believe
that there is a possibility"' that the
former employees divulged trade
secrets. Jack Sholl, a spokesman
for Warner Lambert Co.. parent
of Entenmann, says the suit has
'"no merit" but declines further
comment
Thomas' English muffins, and
the recipe it calls "original and distinctive," have been around since
1880. Entenmann. another old baking name, recently developed its own
English muffin and has been test
marketing the product.
Are Thomas' English muffins
distinctive?
Mimi Sheraton, food critic lor
The New York Times, thinks so.
"I can tell when I'm given an En
glish muffin that's not a Thomas'.
To me, Thomas' is English muffins. That sounds like an ad, but I
mean it." she says.
The American Institute of Baking won't say which it prefers, but
those holes for butter and jam —
those are the key to quality English
muffins, it says.
"The air pockets — that's the trick
to making English muffins," says
Don Dubois, director of experimental baking and technical assistance
for the institute in Manhattan, Kan.
They all try, some with more success
than others."
"Without holes, all you'd have
would be a hamburger bun.
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Nothing gained by
stopping dialogue
Children have always been fond of ending arguments
with the declaration "I'm not speaking to you anymore." As people mature however, they usually realize
these declarations are useless and that the original
problems cannot be solved while they are in force.
There are very few adults in the world who still
resolve not to speak to someone they are having a
conflict with. Most of us seem to have realized that when
dialogue ends, nothing short of complete obliteration of
our enemies will end the conflict.
Somehow, though, there are people active in the
international political arena that seem to have neglected to learn this lesson.
The PLO has proven to Isreal that there is no way to
eliminate them militarily. Although they suffered a
huge military defeat, the PLO continues to exist and will
probably exist as long as the Palestinian people do.
Unless Isreal is willing - and able - to totally eliminate
the Palestinian people, their policy of not talking to the
PLO seems ludicrous.
The same is true of the rightists who hold power in El
Salvador. Although for years they have been creating a
blood-bath which puts Sabra and Chatilla to shame, they
have still found it impossible to eliminate their guerilla
opposition. Yet, El Salvador's rightists still insist they
will not speak to the political leaders of the guerilla
fighters.
Neither of these conflicts will ever be solved until the
childish policy of not speaking to one another is eliminated.
President Reagan has also shown signs of latent
immaturity in this area. He has, in the past, suspended
negotiations to protest Soviet actions.
We feel that dialogue must always be maintained.
Solutions will never be found to our problems unless we
are willing to discuss our differences. The stakes in the
international arena are much too high to be addressed
with a playground mentality.

Oxfam fast will help the hungry
It is that time of year again. Hallow- a very substantial meal. No wonder so
een has just passed, and also election many thousands die of starvation
day. Soon everyone will be thinking of every year.
that turkey and other good food that is
comingupinjustafewshortweeks.lt
Even the remaining two-thirds of
the world would think a normal meal
for us was a feast. It is well known
that we Americans have one of the
highest standards of living in the
world. Think about that when you
by Steve Gunhouse
complain about the food in the cafeterias today.

Comment

is a time of joy for most of us, not just
because it gives us a few days off
from our studies, either. I don't know
about you, but I still think of food
when I think of Thanksgiving.
The situation is not the same elsewhere around the world, either this
year or any time in the recent past.
Over a billion people, one quarter of
the world's population, is suffering
from hunger. I don't mean how you
feel when you miss supper, either.
Most of them only get one meal a day,
and that is usually just a small bowl of
rice with no meat and a cup of tea. Not

Bloodmobile needs
student donations
The Bloodmobile is on campus this week, And it is
time once again for all of us to roll up our sleeves
and donate some of that vital red fluid.
It seems Red Cross members are always having
to beg for blood, which tempts us to think they all
work for the international vampire conspiracy.
The Red Cross is forced to beg for blood not
because of their insatiable thirst for it, but because
of the irrational desire of most individuals to hang
onto more than they need.
It is sad that so few individuals are willing to take
it upon themselves to go in and donate a pint of
blood every few months. You really won't notice
that it's gone and you can be sure that the person
who receives it will realize what a great girt they
have been given.
Donations of blood are truly needed. They do
regularly save lives. And they do not harm a
healthy person in any way.
However, its probably too much to expect altruism from the majority of people in this world. For
this reason the Red Cross has come up with an
enticement for the selfish majority. In the case of a
blood shortage, it is the blood donors and their
immediate families which get priority in the allocation of blood.
Therefore, we urge all people to think seriously
about giving blood. If you can't find it within
yourself to suffer a minor inconvenience for the
sake of others, then perhaps it is time to think about
saving your own skin.
THE BG NEWS
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WHAT CAN I DO about world hunger, you ask. Probably a lot more
than you think. If every student on
this campus gave 40 cents, the cost of
one scoop of ice cream in the cafeterias, that would be over $6,000 we
could use to fight world hunger. At
other places in the world, this could be
used to help thousands of people learn
to feed themselves, so that they need
never go hungry again.
That is the idea behind OxfamAmerica's "Fast for a World Harvest" which is put on every year the

week before Thanksgiving. This is
why, for the past several years, we of
the Social Justice Committee have
sponsored a "Hunger Awareness
Week" at this time. With your help,
this year will be an even bigger success than the past ones were.

Friday there will be a short prayer
service at Prout Chapel at 4:30 p.m.
for the world's hungry. Finally, on
Saturday, we are sponsoring a walk/run for hunger starting at 1:00 p.m.
in front of the Union.

Besides putting jars in all the cafeterias for your donations of money or
meal coupons, we are sponsoring
even more activities this year. We
start the week on Mnoday Nov. 15th
with a videotape and speaker from
Oxfam-America, beginning at 8:00
p.m. in 207 Hanna Hall. Then on
Tuesday, we will be having a coffeehouse in the Amani Room, below the
Commons dining hall, featuring
Cleveland folksinger Ray Fogg, and
some local talent as well. On Wednesday, there is a slide show and speaker
titled "The Choice is Yours" in 207
Hanna at 8:00 p.m. Thursday, we
have the traditional soup supper at
6:00 p.m. at the Anitoch Dining Room
at St. Thomas More church, followed
by aother slide show and speaker.

We suggest that, if possible, you
give up one meal during the week and
donate the money to Oxfam. Then,
you will get a better understanding of
hunger, and some hungry person will
get a chance. Then you and he will
really have something to be thankful
for.

THERE WILL BE table set up in
the Oval with information on afi of
these events during the week. Flyers
will be up around campus describing
all the events.

Steven Vincent Gunhouse is a junior
Math major from Arcadia.OH. Gunhouse Is a member of the Social
Justice Committee.

JOHN W. DEAN,I CLAIMS ALHMG W> "DEEP THROHT...
Student Court made no mistakes

LETTERS
Recently, I received a $10.00 ticket
from Parking Services for parking on
the grass near the football stadium
while unloading equipment for a Peg
class. I believed it was an unjust
ticket, so I filed a claim through
student court. My case was heard two
weeks later.
While the justices were writing
down their "confidential" decisions
on my case, one of the justices
seemed to hesitate. After my court
time ended, and I was found guilty, I
talked with Andrea Giampetro (chief
prosecutor for student court) and
learned that this particular justice
"has a habit of waiting, then making
his decision contrary to the other
justices decisions, to cause controversy." How does he know the other
decision if they're suppose to be made
on an individual basis? It was my
belief that the court recorder (person) also knew the decisions before
the chief justice, how did she know?
In reviewing the justice forms filled
out with important facts on my case, I
found some unusual replies ( which
can be verified by any interested
person by contacting student court):
facts against me were: "had to unload sports equipment." There were
"no signs." It is "natural to assume
you can't park on the grass. Whose
natural instincts do they assume (assu-me) to live by ? On the ticket, I was
"told to park in lot 6" which is not
allowed for me because I am a commuter (red sticker), lot 6 is for oncampus.
One of the justices written reply of
the evidence presented was: "The
defendant should be assessed a $10.00
fine for several reasons: first, he saw
no signs indicating that it was prohibited. Second, he showed good faith in
going the Parking/Services immediately after. Third, he did not park for
his personal reasons but for class...."
Can I naturally assume he made a
mistake? According to Miss Giampetro, "there were no mistakes." Since
there were no mistakes made, I
"could not appeal."
Alan Claypool
OCMB934

Reader's sensibilities
jarred by classifieds
This letter is in regards to entries
from today's BG News.
I was shocked at the ad by the
Cleveland couple. It's entry into the
paper shows a lack of wisdom on
someone's part as I feel it is such a
questionable advertisment. It would
seem to me that if the "Affluent
suburban Cleveland couple" were
truly interested in helping orphans by
adopting them then college newspapers would not be the best place to
start. It is fairly obvious that the
advertisement is of doubtful ethical
and legal metit.
Why was the ad run? Only because
someone paid you? Do you as editors
feel morally responsible for the items
that you run and if so, how do you feel
about this one? Not proud, I hope.
Then there are the other two ads.
I'm not sure that these attempts at
humor are the best way of dealing
with this situation. It seems to me that
you will publish anything on the classified page for a price.
I would ask you to reconsider the
merit in publishing such items and to
urge you to make some sort of public
statement on what your position is in
regards to the items on the classified
page.
C. Matthew Balansuala
Collaga ol Musical Arts

Editors Note: Our policy la to run any ad
which la not llbatoua or lllagal. Wa do not
taal that wa may daam to judga tha
morality ol our advartlaera

Lack of funding hurts
Health Center efficiency
Hey, have you been sick lately? Have
you tried to visit our infamous Health
Center recently? Are you tired of
waiting 2-4 hours to see a doctor and
being prescribed penicillin? If you
have, you know what this letter is all
about.
The strange weather we have experienced this autumn has caused a
great deal of illness to the students of
BGSU. Once "under the weather," it
is time to take a trek to the Health
Center. Well, you get there and you
wait and wait, but is it really the fault
of the Health Center?
We should clarify at this point that
this letter is not directed towards the
Health Center, but rather, those people we call administrators who think
they can budget and spend our money
better than we can. Thanks to their
intelligent decision-making capabilities, the Health Center is allocated $15
per student (while the rec center gets
over $30 per student, and the athletic
department gets over $80 per student)
to care for over 16,000 students, faculty and staff. Armed with these vast
amounts of monetary resources, the
Health Center is only capable of hir-

ing a minimum amount of people (i.e.
doctors, nurses and assistants) to
meet the needs of those who need the
services provided.
What this all boils down to is since
not enough money has been allocated
to the right places, people suffer. In
this case, it is anyone who has been
sick and has tried to seek medical
attention. Undoubtedly, a problem
exists. If our great administrators
cannot develop a solution to the problem at hand, maybe the parents of the
students (you know, the ones that
send the bursar their money each
semester) can provide a little insight
in working towards a solution. (Besides, we all know how much administrators love phone calls from
parents.)
In conclusion, the Health Center is
operating the best it can under the
circumstances. Lack of funds equals
lack of help. Lack of help equals long
waits for students. Students, it does
not do any good to complain about
waiting for hours, or complaining to
the staff that works at the Health
Center. The truth is there is nothing
they can do. They are doing the best
they can, so bear with ana support
them. The finger should be pointed at
the administrators of this great institution. What are you going to do about
the problem at hand?
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Congress wants lower interest rates
Calling the legislation a "mistake," tended to bring down interest rates by
WASHINGTON (AP) - An unlikely
alliance of Democratic leaders and this official said it is crucial the bank forcing the Federal Reserve to abanconservative Republicans Is quietly preserve its distance from day-to-day don its policy of limiting the growth of
forming in Congress behind proposed political influences that might under- money and credit to control inflation.
legislation that would force the Fed- mine its credibility with the financial
This policy has been blamed by
eral Reserve Board to lower interest markets.
rates.
The coalition has attracted the in- Federal Reserve critics for the high
Hie move in favor of an interest terest of such leading congressional interest rates of the past three years
rate-setting bill Is causing alarm at figures as Rep. Jack Kemp, (R- that have depressed the economy.
the nation's central bank, which be- N.Y.); Republican House Whip Trent
The proposed legislation would
lieves the legislation is both bad eco- Lott of Mississippi, Senate Demo- force the Federal Reserve to return to
nomics and a threat to the Federal cratic Leader Robert Byrd of West the policy of setting interest rates that
Reserve's longstanding independence Virginia and House Democratic it scrapped three years ago when it
Leader Jim Wright of Texas, other embarked on its controversial policy
in conducting monetary policy.
of controlling the money supply. The
"We view this with a great deal of sources said.
concern." one Federal Reserve offiaim is to have interest rates correTHIS GROUP is pushing three sep- spond more closely to the inflation
cial said Tuesday. He asked that his
arate
but
similar
bills
that
are
inname not be used.
rate.

Standards
. . . from Page 1

"We just do not have enough faculty or equipment," he said.
Huffman also said a journalism
school can have 1,000 students enrolled. However, the ability to form
an elite group of the best journalism
students can be accomplished by only
a few universities.

Dickinson
. . . from Page 1
WHILE THE majority of complaints are brought by residence
halls, cases can also be brought by
Campus Safety and Security and faculty members, Dickinson said. Cases
can also be initiated off-campus, he
added.
"The main part of my job is to
develop a communication level with
the city and the University so that
there can be some communication if
there are problems," he said.

"WE WANT to make our school
different," he said. "We do not want
to go for the numbers. We want to
become an elite group of people turning out only the best.
Vogt said when students "do not
measure up to a school's standards,
whether it be law, medical school, or
journalism, it is much better to find

out now."
Huffman has found a positive result
from raising the standards for admittance.
"Sure, I get disgruntled students,
but, on the whole, I have found my
students to be more responsive, alive,
and vibrant," he said. "A professor
cannot afford to be behind. He has to
be prepared."

Dickinson said when action violates
the University Student Code and Ohio
law as well, he ceases any type of
hearing on-campus and awaits litigation that occurs in a municipal or
common pleas court.

Dickinson explained the two types
of disciplinary action that can be
taken - punitive correctional action,
such as strict disciplinary probation,
or non-punitive, such as referring a
student to a rehabilitative program.

At the present time, Standards and
Procedures deals onlv with on-campus violations, leaving off-campus
violations to civil authorities. However, this issue is currently in debate,
he said.

"IT IS A no-win situation," he said.
"On the one end, the defendent will
hate you if he feels the penalty was too
heavy, and on the other end, the
complaintant will hate you because he
feels the penalty was too light."

Ken Letko, a creative writing major, clears the University courtyard to display
his juggling skills last week.

BG News photo/Ron Hagler

ALL THE WAY FOR DIVISION I-A!
M V.I OK
BARBARA

special offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

by Bernard Shaw

8 pri M«n AutMonum
3 pm matinee Novemoer 20
for reeervehont c* 372-27 '9

November 11-13. 17-20
KB

Of 3722222
3 50 Sew ClW-n. 2 50
Studer.ft l 50

with coupon

Expiras 11/17/82
v >■'. ,. B'jKf'iW

^"VIPS

A„diiOle

NEXUS
140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

PREPARE FOR

/JTB

MCATLSATGMATE?
SAT-ACT-DAT-GRE-CPA
• Permanent Centers open
• Opportunity to make up
days, evenings and
missed lessons
weekends
• Voluminous home study
• Low hourly cost Dedicated
materials constantly
full-time still.
updated by researchers
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE"
eipert in their field
facilities (or review of
class lessons and supple• Opportunity to transfer to
mentary materials.
and continue study at any
• Classes taught by skilled
of our over 105 centers.
instructors.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MA! • PCAI • OCAT • VA1 • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BBS
SSA1 • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
CJ'i Days Eves & Weekends

KAPLAN
Tf ST PREPARATION

(419) S36-3701
3550 SECOR BD
TOLEDO OHiO
43606
i' i»ro'»iii«it aAoul 0t*«

SPtciAustsswcf *na

Lazer Photography

11111 r I <' M r I! i J11 (11111111 r M t III < 11111111) 11M1111 ri a 11

Fun to Look at...
Great for Gifts

H

Nov. 8-12
9-4 daily in
the Union Lobby

iiUL

BEAT

A new music nightclub in Toledo
* the BEAT ,
Sylvania

from West 475
1-75 North
I I
to West 475
Now. 11 NRBQ
to Secor Rd
3414 Sylvania/475-4381

and get the EXPERIENCE!
LOCATION

CAREER

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
DATA PROCESSING
SALES/SMALL BUSINESS
RADIO BROADCASTING
MARKETING/MANGEMENT
HOSPITAL MARKETING
INDUSTRIAL SALES REP.
PR COUNSELORS
VP BANKING

CAREER

Parmo. OH
Cleveland. OH
Somerset, PA
Berea. OH
Maumee, OH
Beachwood. OH
Austin. TX
Long Island. NY
Bowling Green. OH
Akron. OH
Ft. Wayne. IN
Louisville. KY
Montpelier. OH

ADVERTISING MANAGER
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
INSURANCE AGENT
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT.
LIBRARY SCIENCE/ADMIN.
PROGRAMMER ANALYST
ATTORNEY PRESIDENT
EPIDEMIOLOGY/HEALTH
SCHOOL CURRICLUM DIR.
SALES
TRANSPLANT SURGEON
MARKETING RESEARCH
YMCA

TODAY
for

510 E. Wooster
10:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Counter help and
experience needed

$2 OFF
Ib's
PlTTifV^
QPm

352-5166

A P

Free Delivery

COUPON PER PIZZA
m GOOD THRU 11 /30/82

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
:COUPON:

Any medium pizza
with one or more items

LOCATION
Detroit, Ml
Huron, OH
Napoleon, OH
Toledo. OH
Canton. OH
Palo Alto, CA
Canton, OH
Columbus, OH
Woodburn. OH
Toledo. OH
Washington. DC
Toledo. OH
Canton. OH

And More . . .

Extended Deadline: November 20.

IlLr

' fj>Bt ^\^^\m

'/jji.Vl

Jfisi

K

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

^

TiW

$1

with this ad

Applications available at Mileti Alumni Center
Sponsored by (JAA

1

enMlArVS

•on lam 0"

Mind, to>«d

O'Oino Ho>>r«

Stadium Cloio lilt! Wooiffi IG

fh

•v

352-2107 for your appointment

i

DEXTERS
RESTAURANT ^

OTOFF

Spend spring break in one of these locations
working in one of these careers:
FINANCE/MANAGEMENT
HOSPITAL PR
HEALTH/PERSONNEL
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

will be accepted

Any large pizza
with on* or more items

U.S. 23 North to
East 475 to
Secor
trom East 475

Be an EXTERN

Applications

PLv-vviJlnV Free Dellvery
PlZSaJV*^
* ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
1
'^^"OPIN 4 P.m. GOOD THRU 11 /30/82
352-5166
Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
:COUPONoo<

75<r OFF
Any small pizza
with one or more items

pjagrWo

Free Delivery

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

OWN

352-5166

4 P.m. GOOD THRU ) 1/30/82
Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
iCOUPONsoooooc
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TWO FILMS ON NUCLEAR WAR

NO PLACE TO HIDE
(narrated version of "The Atomic Cafe")
Wednesday November 10 8:30 p.m.
210 Math Science

NUCLEAR WAR:
THE INCURABLE DISEASE
Thursday November 11 - 8:30 pm
140 Overman Hall
Admission to both films is free!
Sponsored by the Bowling Green Peace Coalition.

The Bowling Green State University

BOARD OF
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
is now accepting
applications for

• GAVEL EDITOR
• OBSIDIAN EDITOR
• BG NEWS EDITOR
and other editorial
positions available
effective Spring
Applications available
106 University Hall

Deadline: Fri., Nov. 12, 5 p.m.

Yount named 1982 AL Most Valuable Player
the Baltimore Orioles was
second in balloting with 228
points.
Yount received all but
one first-place vote. The
other went to Reggie Jackson of the California Angels, who finished sixth in
balloting with 107 points.
Third in the vote was Doug
DeCinces of the Angels
with 178points, followed by
Hal McRae of Kansas City
with 175, Cecil Cooper of
the Brewers with 152 and
Jackson.
In all, 33 players re-

NEW YORK (AP) - Robin
Yount of the Milwaukee
Brewers, who capped his
finest season by setting one
World Series record and
equalling another, was
named Most Valuable
Player of the American
League by a large margin
on yesterday.
Yount, 27-year-old shortstop, received 385 points in
balloting by a special panel
of 28 members of the Baseball Writers Association of
America, two from each
AL city. Eddie Murray of

filayers would be paid for a
nil'season.
"All you have to do is
look at the calendar to de"Their decision not to termine whether there will
vote really was a 'no' vote. be a full season," Brown
By taking no action, they in said.
He noted that the three
fact did take action,"
Brown said. "Our team major television networks
voted on misinformation. have said they are not inThey are uninformed and terested in broadcasting
regular season games in
misinformed."
Brown blamed union February and that the
scheduled
late-January
leaders for the misinformation, including contin- date of the Super Bowl
ued promises to players cannot be changed.
Eight games - half the
that there still could be a
16-game season and that season - are unplayed, and
with the players union and
accept the owners' latest
contract offer.

CINCINNATI (AP) - The
1982 National Football
League season has passed
the point of no return, and
players who don't believe
that are fooling themselves, says Mike Brown,
Cincinnati Bengals assistant general manager.
Brown, who is one of the
club owners' front-line negotiators with representatives of the NFL Players
Association, says he is disappointed that several
Bengals met last Monday
and decided not to vote on
whether to break ranks

HE

LSAT
GMAT

Medical School
Tampico. Mexico

OWhal Makes
• A Quality
Medical School?

CUSSU NOW lORMlNG
SIMILARS HUH "lAHKOUNU

MM
I. '■» faculty
^■"J. Good FKIIIMS

Columbus • Clevoiaiic
Toledo * Ann Arbor

4. Supervised Clwksnip
ProQ'ams iw Quai'deO

INCLUDING ALL HEARING
IMPAIRED,EMR, MSPR, AND
LBD MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH FALL
OR SPRING SEMESTER, 1983-84?

3rd ana 411 lea Students
Noiesie otte'S a 4-ye« proQfam
has small classes <s * H 0 '.sled

In Columbus: 1614) 464-4414
In Cleveland (216) 361 6543

University oT Itm North Ettt
Admissions
'» East 41 St NY NY tOOt?

i?l?i 594-6589
683-6566

Bowling Green's volleyball
team concluded their 1982
campaign by dropping
three straight to Miami, 152,15-4, 15-9, in Oxford last
night.
All is not lost, though, as
the Falcons still have a
chance to win the MidAmerican Conference
crown at the MAC
championship in Athens
this weekend. The Falcons
take a 5-3 MAC record and
a 17-25 overall mark into
the contest.
Miami is favored in the
upcoming championship
as their undefeated M conference record earned
them first place regular

trty Test Preparation S
The test V'~ '•''> < ■

Brown said the players will
never recoup wnat they've
lost during that time, an
average of about $6,000 a
week per player.
Brown said owners have
agreed to a pay plan that
amounts to a wage scale,
which supposedly was a
major point sought by the
players union. But he accused union negotiators of
deliberately prolonging the
strike.
"Whenever we moved
toward them, they moved
away from us," he said.

Most players who attended the Bengals' meeting said they will support
union leader Ed Garvey.
"With the possibilities of
what they could do to us
under this contract ... we
could get killed on it," said
wide receiver Cris
Collinsworth. "This is the
time that as players we
have to make a stand. If we
fall flat on our faces, that's
what we're going to have to
do. What's in the proposal
is not in anybody's best
interest."

season honors. The
Redskins are 31-15 overall.
BG will be led on the
court by season-long team
leaders Renee Manwaring
and Julain Flick; both juniors. Other Falcon splkers travelling to Athens in
hopes of returning a MAC
crown will be Kim Bosco,
Diane Harrington, Deb
Hopkins, Tracey Livesey,
Dawn Pemberton, Chen
Pumphrey, Becky Snider,
Deb Snow, and Joan Zimmerman.
The Falcons out did all
pre-season expectations by
qualifying for the MAC
championship this season.
They, first of all, have ab-

solutely no seniors on the
squad and, secondly, are
coming ott a disappointing
13-27 season in 1981.
The Falcons are actually
better than their 17-25 record shows as they played
the likes of Big Ten powerhouses Ohio State and
Michigan and participated
in the annual Windy City
Classic in Chicago, known
for its talented roster of
teams.
So, if BG coach Sandy
Haines and her Falcons
can put it all together in
one series this weekend,
they may upset rival Miami and bring home a first
place MAC trophy.

Take stock ln^merica*

TENTH ANNUAL

You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:

ATTEND ONE MEETING...
ATTEND ONE MEETING...
ATTEND ONE MEETING.

and shared the team lead
in RBI with Cooper by
driving in six runs.
Although the Brewers
lost the Series in seven
Cues, Yount kept alive
chase for glory. He set
a record with four hits in
each of two games and tied
teammate Paul Molitor for
another record with six atbats in one game.
Asked on the eve of
Game 1 of the World Series
if he felt he deserved MVP
honors, Yount, however,
disavowed personal goals.

SportsBriefs-

Put the Profit in Your Pocket

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1982
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT:
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.

hind league leader Willie
Wilson of Kansas City, who
sat out the final game of
the season to preserve his
.332 average.
He also drove in 114 runs,
hit 29 homers, stole 14
bases and committed only
24 errors, while improving
his range at shortstop.
Yount, whose bat cooled
off during the American
League playoff against
California, was outstanding as the Brewers met St.
Louis in the World Series.
He hit .414 with one homer

Brown says NFL season over

3. Qual-ly Sludenl Body

EDUCATION MAJORS

ceived mention on the ballot on which panel
members were asked to
vote for 10 players. Each
first-place vote was worth
14 points, second place was
worth nine points and on
down the line to one point
for 10th place.
Before this year, Yount's
best season had been 1980
when he set career marks
with a .293 average, 23
homers and 87 RBI. But he
eclipsed even that season
in 1982 with a batting average of .331, one point be-

THIS IS IT!
CHAMPIONSHIP WEEK

SALE
20% off on all Paperbacks

TWO DAYS ONLY
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
November 9 and 10

DATE MATE
Color/Sound Video Dating Service

(419) 332-6773

1

Thurs.,Nov. 11, 7-11 p.m.
Parrot and Peacock,BG
NO DISCLOSURE OF IDENTITIES
UNLESS YOU BOTH AGREE

ENJOY-

0ld st e Draft

y'

Vodka and Cranberry Juice
Special

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: 840-5:00, Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00 Saturday

U

Pan Pizza's
"In" At Pizza Inn!
If you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever
taste, try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all...

CHEE8IER MEATIER DEEPER
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBLIER TASTIER
THICKER
■■
SAUCIER

TIMEOUT!
Guests: Danny Stolz, BGSU football coach, show* highlights
of the Ball State game and talks about the upcoming
contest with Eastern Michigan
Jerry York, BGSU hockey coach, discusses the games
with Illinois-Chicago and the weekend series with
Ohio Stats
Jim Ruehl, newly appointed commissioner of the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association, will talk
about his new duties and the CCHA
Host:

$3.00 or $2.00 Off.
Buy any pizza and get the next
smaller same style pizza with
equal number of toppings. FREE
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 3-31-83 BO

Pizza inn

Get * 3.00 off a Urge or *2.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many topping! as you want.
Present this coupon wHh guest
check. Mot valid with any other

offer.
Expirationi 3-31-83 BG

Pizza inn

Cathy Pratt

Thursday 5!30 P.M.
(Rebroadcast at 11 p.m.)

Channel 57
WBGU-TV

SUB-MI-QUICK
"Homo of the Italian Slyle Sub'

U3^Woostjr^h^5^663
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SAVE AN EXTRA 10% ON ALL
REVCO BRAND PRODUCTS AND PRESCRIPTIONS
(ONLY B.G.S.U. STUDENT I.D.S QUALIFY FOR 10% DISCOUNT)
Also, check-out Revco's low, everyday discount prices on all these items...
•jfMVCO

^.

PAIN RELIEUER
WITHOUT ASPIHIN

REVCO COUPON*SAVE 50C
No Nonsense
Parity Hose

_

Revco
Extra Strength
Pain Reliever
Without Aspirin «>'•

Revco
Petroleum Jelly

Revco
Cotton
Swabs

Revco'a km, everyday
discount price S1.7S

Rsvco's low, everyday
discount pries 89c

2O0's
Rsvco's low, svsryday
discount pries 99*

8.25 II. OZ.
Cocoa Butter or Lavender
Revco'a low, everyday
discount price 99c ea.

YOU PAY

YOU PAY

YOU PAY

YOU PAY

*1

25

4 or.

Soap

69

59*

Arrid
Roll-On
POWder 1 oz. Regular
Rsvco's low, svsryday
discount price 99*
YOU PAY

79

ea.

79

Mermaid Danish
Butter Cookies 16 oz
Revco'a low, everyday
discount pries $1.89

20 oz.
Rsvco's low, everyday
discount price $1.99

YMPAY

YOU PAY

*1

*1

59

Clear Box Photo
Frame nr

Jobes Houseplant
Spikes

Revco's low, everyday
discount price 99c

Revco'a low, everyday
discount price 59c

YOU PAY

YOU PAY

49

79

49

^^»* T PONDS

Pond's

\

£§*

Cream & V ~ /
Cocoa Butter 8 a oz.

V^

Aqua Net
Hair Spray

Revco'a low, everyday
discount pries $1.98

Extra Super Hold I
12 11. oz.
'
Revco's low, everyday
discount pries $1.33

Two 15 fl. oz. bottles

Rtvco'a low.
a vary day
$3.69 Twin Pick
discount price
LHI 12.00
Mail-In
„
Mh. Rabat*... —$2.00
YOU PAY
AFTER
„ __
REBATE.
$1.69 Twin Pack
UM mall in nun on pack or pick
up rabatt forms at any Ravco Discount
Drug Cantar

YMIPAY

YOU PAY

*1

69

u

YOU PAY

23

89

Mead
Trapper Keeper

Mead Typing Paper

Rsvco's low, everyday
discount price $4.49

2O0's
Rsvco's low, everyday
discount price $1.49

YOU PAY

YOU PAY

*3

99

$ 99

l 9

WITH THIS COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Coupon «.p«.i IIOI«2 al ma
Croaaroada Plaza Rawo aiora only

99

Radio »369i
Revco'a low, everydey
discount price $23.95

YOB PAY

l95

1*19

WITH THIS COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Coupon •«p"ii t IQINU at in«
Croaaroada Plaza Rtvco atora only

REVCO

Crossroads Plaza
1135 S. Main St.
354-3911
COPYRIGHT C 1982 BY REVCO D.S., INC.

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Coupon axpirM < 1>21*2 at tn«
CroiSiOeXM Plaza RtvCO tlOf* Only

Soundesign
AM/FM
Clock
200 sheets
typing paper

3 Subject 120'$
Rsvco's low, everyday
discount price $1.19

ea.

WITH THIS COUPON

REVCO COUPON-SAVE $4.00

3 subject

Mead Theme Book

99

Nature's
Organics
j Men's Sonic
Henna
I Alarm Watch
I Revco's low, everyday
Shampoo &
| discount price $12.99
Conditioner Twin pack I YOU PAY

| (Tfeod

p

YOU PAY

REVCO COUPON*SAVE $3.00

Plant K..0 -*■*■-

Marshal
Mallow
Hot
Cocoa
Canister

Regular
Asst. sizes
and ahades
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.49 ea.

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

Items available while quantities laat.

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.
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CLASSIFIEDS
•OLD TTPf SOc ea Iro per

Clo»»nli«d ioi«i or* 40c par ltn«. • l.M
od ApproKimototy 25 10 30 tpoca* p*r line
CAMMIS/CfTT IVINTS l.itingt lor no* profit, public service ociivitles will be
in»«ft«d OHO <or fr»o ond oi rogutor rotea rhereoher
D*odlin« for oil l»»»mg» .» 7 doy* b^ore publkotion of 4 00 p.m. Friday ol
4 p.m. i» tho doodltrto for lh« Twotdoy edilton.
Clo»»it<»d form or* ovoiloblo a( rho M I Hews eHlee. It* University Hell.
Found-Dorm key al laundromat
across from Hanhman 11 3 82 CM
to idenliry 353 9935

CAMPUS/CITY EVfNTS

I left my coal on the 2 00 bus
letumtng from Diioa 10-28-82 If you
picked * up pnen cat 2 5914

Nov 10. 1982
ASM CLUB MEETING.
Thursday. Nov l l 1082
7 30 PM in 116 B*
Speaker John Devieon ol Toledo
ASM Pimmmi Chapter
Tope
DeceMOn Support SyWin.

Lost 11/5/82. Mans green watel 1
gbxeee on carnpua Cal 372-5238
REWARD'

SERVICES OFFERED

to Naiura..
Environmental Intaraat Group moors
today and avory Wednesday 8 p m
«i 121 Hayos
MPER is now oftarmg for Wintar Sam
OFFICIATING ICE HOCKEY SSM
395(1 nr ] 1 oo: Tuas a Thura
Become qualified to officiate mtremurals and youth hockey Earn some
extra SSS' Sign up with Margaret
Boot) m 201 Memorial Halt
P8S Video ReOroadcail Nuclear
War the Incurabla (Maaeaa. Nov. 11
al 1:30 In 140 Overman Hall. Sponsor: Bowling Green Peace Coalition.
UAQUE 1BAU ClUS
DearJane for dues (12 001. shvl
money (S 8 25) as Nov 10 Turn m
money lo Larry Blake 317 Anderson.
372 1592

Expert Typing
Reasonabla Rales
Cat 352 7305 after 5pm

362-0636
Word process at your term papers,
cover letters resumes, and these)
Cover letters are only 75' eeeni Cal
352 0530 or 352-8244

PERSONAL

Found1 A pair of mane glasses al the
Union Oval 372 3813

C L . Congratulations on your becoming TKE Sweetheart of the year.
I'm reelry happy lor youl Your
OtfonhauOT Escort

ALPHA PHI DATE PARTY
-NOV 12WILL YOU SURVIVE''

EUSE STEVENS.
ALPHA PHI
GREEK WEEK REPRESENTATIVE GO GET EMi

Anyone know wtvet'a happened to the
Phi Pst who spends ame sifting
around Lake Erie beach bonfires'' If
you hnd hen. tal hen I said HELLO1
MH

FREE MOMOGRAMMtNG on aweetera peaxheeed M regular price.
TUB WEEK ONLYII The Powder
Puff Hi Ridge 1
Getting Married'' We sen or rent bridal
5 bridesmaids gowna-A Wedding
Creation. 38 Herwyck Or Toledo
Otao-1-531-3487-1 t* west of
Reynolds off Hal Aye
GET YOUR FALCON
PAINTERS CAT TODAY'
200 ANDERSON: 372-1215.

Basoona lor M occasions
Th Baxoonmon 352 8061
ZaTT HUSH- A NIGHT AT THE
PLAYBOY CLUB. ENTERTAINMENT
S FOOD AT THE ZBT HOUSE 7 30
TONIGHT

AAUW ANNUAL USED BOOK SALE

COACHES TONY. STEVE JOHN 3
BUTZ YOUR COACHINGS BEEN
GREAT AND IN OUR HEARTS YOU
RATE WE HOPE YOUR HAVING
FUN
MAKING ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA NO 11 GET PSYCHED FOR
THE GAME TONIGHT

s

-Personal Satisfaction
-Working With Peopie

LOST Part to charm necklace Gold
enownake with 2 charms one green
A red bef and one floating heart
Great aerrhmentel value Cal Sharon
at 372 3710

NIKE SHOE SALE
CANVAS AND LEATHER
LAKE ERIE SPORTS

THE BROTHERS OF MDMA NU
WISH TO CONGRATULATE DEMISE
SILVESTRI AND KEITH PALMER ON
THOR SKJMA NU LAVALIERINO.

Wanted: F rmmte lor spr. earn.
Across from Mac Quad-Low Rent
352-8554
3 roommates needed lo share 5
bedroom house with 2 others
SlOO'mo 303 E Merry St Close to
carnpua. Immedarte openvng avalaMe Cal 3S4-1543

THE WASH HOUSE A GAME ROOM
24B-250 N. Main Rela. with our
video gemee A pool while you do
your Iswndry

Wanted 2 lemalee to auotoaae Spring
Sam. dose to carnpua. qufel
$496'sem od utj 1 bdrm and
kitchen, cal 354-2145

To my favorite Turkish chef. Thanks
for the great Itaken dinner Frl nite'
Love. Gidgel
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
50S NfGHT - 8 o m 10 p m
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

1 M. rmte. needed neat aemealer
«450 Sem., 7th St. Call 3M-2072.

To the Sigma Nu's ol 310 We'l
"Consume" with you anytime Thanka
lor a good lime, the DZ'a • Carolyn
Lynn. Lee » Fun Janet' lSuyw'"l

! FREE BORDER 1
I OF FRENCH
II BREAD PIZZA ou
COUPON

132 w front Sfrwt
Perrysburg. OH 43551
674-1988

p

)R IT WHEN ORDERING

o

Free Delivery
OPEN 4.00 P.m.

N

bt'

I

i

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main j

i

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
L
EXPIRES 11/30/82
■VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C. !■■■ Ji

L

We're on the road again!
"HELLO DOLLY"

Theater Trip

Steamboat,
Colorado
Jan. 2-9 $275

Nov. 21,1982
1:00-6:00 pm
$21.00

F Rmte needed lor Spr Sem 2
bdrm apt . 2 firl baths, dishwasher, g
dlapt.. xtra closet space, laundry
lecsWee ( moral Pay only rent and
Bloc Cal 354-3008

The Brothers ol ATO would fte to
then* their super brother
Melt
reversion, for hra greet work oo the
can dnve' Thanks'

To the ADG end TKE greeks. Thanks
lor me good time Friday FLASH
ADG losses chugging contest lo
ATO Sincerely. ATO
^^^

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION

UrC ■ convr*Trmitonetdt

Affluent suburban Cleveland couple, lovely hor.te wish to adopt new
bom Caucasian baby Al expenses
paid Strictest confidence
(216)
382-2703 evenings & weekends

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Spring Sem . $105 mo A UHrties
doss to campus Cal 3528014

MtNOY SIDESli HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
WE ARE SO GLAD YOU ARE OUR

MARKETING REP needed to sal
Spring Break > Summer/Fal CANOE
TRIPS Earn CASH A FREE VACATIONS* Sal your own hours' Be your
own boss' You must be dynamic A
outgoing Cal (312) 681 1312 -evening cans preferred, or write PIONEER CANOE
4 OUTDOOR
ADVENTURES. INC
PO
Boa
1312. Meeoee Park IL 60160
Position with In commuting distance
Spring Sem for e Junior majoring m
JOUR . IPCO
or HUMAN RE
SOURCES Stud wA be reap lor
writing A editing newsletter A wB also
be involved in other, aspects of
personnel Contact Co-op Office htmedieiety Rm 222 AD BUg 372
2451
$106 80 daey earnings working 1-3
hra a day al home Your eorranga
luty guaranteed m writing For comptete deter* a appfccalion please
send a SASE lo D B. 2519 A Street
MlrJrJotown. Ohio 49042

FOR SALE

2 MALE roommates needed lor
Spring Semester Dishwasher, cable
TV. Rent negotiable please cal 354

1983
Needed Someone lo sublease large
efficiency apt for wintar semester
Must see lo appreciate 352-5994
NEEDED SOMEONE TO SUBLET
WWTHROP TERRACE APT NAPOLEAON RO (ONE BEDROOM) A.
TER DEC 24 CALL 352-4945
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Ctoee lo Campus 2nd and
High Cal Erica al 352 4082
1 F roommate spr sem by Mac
West 133 a mo no ut*t(e» 3523616

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summerfveer
round. Europe. S. Amer Australia.

eoch

4 Piece Bedroom Set

$130. 9 in. porlobleT '.
Cassette Tape Deck

centers Spring semester rental appftcataone sre now being accepted. Caf
362-7246 or visit l«nplght Court
Apartments. 905 South Ma*. Street
2 bedroom (urn apt Heat, water.
Cable TV paid . parKing lot. laundry
tacWes. $285 mo One opening
now, also several Soring Semealer
openings Cal 352 7182
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rate* John Nowtova Real Estate
354-2280 or 352 6663
STUDENTS & FACULTY
We st* have some nice apartments
available Give us a caH tor all your
housing needs NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Ma*. 352-6620
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF 1
AND 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL FOR
2N0 SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AV
AIL ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal
Newiove Management 352 5620
Apt
lor rant 2nd semeater
Sl50'monm uMrtiee .ncluded CaH

352-5490
Apt suWaaaa starting Jan 1 63 2
bdrm . 6 blocks from University 1
Mock Irom to*n Great tor couple or
students $230 mo & elec Deposit
iegu*ed Can 352 5091
2 Bdrm duplex • close lo BGSU
$280 per mo & utahes Cal 352
3228 after 6 00 pm

2Men s Ten Speed Bikes - $50

Sludents' Come on down lo Ski Zone
and gel 8 Mkena lor SI 00 w,
student 10 132 N Main

Margie Frontr,
Happy 20th Blrthda,"
Get ready for a great weekend!
Love. Sue.

Aala. AN Fields
ttOO-11200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write IJC Bo. 52-043 Corona Dal
Mar. CA tint.

WANTED

Keep warm this winter' Sublease I
barm apt Al utj pd $250 unfurn
Avail Jan 1 Spa membership mcl
CM 362-3083

Sign-ups still available for November I6th at the University Placement Office
from 9:00-5:00, or send resume to address below:

Mora^v^xiAi^

203 AX House From a frsl lark a
warm house buddy, and now a big'
What a room Thann' Lotaa Love.
Sunararie A AX Cheer ME

IrrtrarlMjral 3) player oo ad voMeybell
entries due Nov. 10. Pick up and
drop pel entries on 10B SRC.

With any pizza with one or nor* Items

-Training

LUTHERAN
MUTUAL

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT:
•UY A FALCON PAINTERt
(^u». lv» ANOCRSON

!

-Potential for High Income
-Sales and Management

SOfSONHe
Bottled t Mined
No Cover
Mala St 112-3703

STOP"1
WAIT"'
Don't haul your bicycle home
lor the winter Store it
here in BO lor only
S.0 00bK:ycl«
luty mured
$20 00 moto-cycle luty Insured
352 7058
8 5 weekdays

no dte^Be/ren tMme>a&233;

WANTED
BUSINESS and EDUCATION MAJORS
INTERESTED IN:

HAPPY HOURS 7M - 11.-00 PM
DRAFT AND WELL DRINKS.
MAJM ST. HHIM
ZBT RUSH —A NIGHT AT THE
PLAYBOY CLUB. ENTERTAINMENT
A FOOD AT THE ZBT MOUSE 7 30
TONIGHT

•OrMNMe
Bottled A Mined
No cover
Meln St. 358-3703

STACY FORSCH GOOD LUCK IN
THE PLAY THIS WEEKENO AND
NEXT WEEKEND' YOUR ALPHA PHI
SISTERS ARE BEHfNO YOU 100S'

Thtn will be ijugglm geHogethtr
Place: Southwest Branch ol the Y.M.C.A.
2100 Holland Sylvania Road
Maumoe.Ohlo
When: Sunday, November 14th
Time: 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

one coupon per purchase
Cupcakes
Fudge
Brownies K48 E. Wooster
Cookies
50*
Hours: M-F 8-10 Sat 6 Sun 910 50' 5
Bagels » Bagols » Bagels » Baoals « Baoals » Bagels

WFAL BBS AM
STATION TO STATION
COLLEGE STATION
LOCOMOTtON NITE
TONITE 1PM-11PM
LOCATED I STADIUM PLAZA

SOftONNe
Bottled A Mliad
No Cover
Meln St. 352-3703

GRAB YOUR fwQHTSHIRTS,
GRAB YOUR SLIPPERS. GRAB
YOUR FLANNEL NIGHTIES. JUST
GRAB SOMETHING
FOR THE
SIGMA NU PAJAMA DATE PARTY
ON NOV. I3TH.

To Those Interested in Juggling:

Expires 1 -| /20/82

Presentation by Repreaenfatlves
from Cleveland Metroparka - porntions i laarjll tor majors in Bnl .
Environ Studies. Recreefion and
Geography Nov. 17 Irom 7-9:30 in
the AJumm Room

SIGMA NU PAJAMA DATE PARTY
NOVEMBER 11TH
HAVE YOU BEEN WVITEPT

» els « Bagels • Bagels * Bag-ils I Bagis * mgwJ

w/minimum $2.00 purchase & coupon

NEXT-TO-NEW—SHOP: Clothing
Housewaro priced low
Open
Tuee10-4pm and Fn 1.7p.m.
SI Aloyarus School 2nd floor

GIRLS OXFORD BUTTON DOWN
SHIRTS: ONLY S14.BS AT JEANS N'
THINGS, 531 RIOOE ST.

MALE STRIPPER
CHOICE OF COSTUME - FLAT
RATE - ANYTIME! ANYWHERE
CALL 666-7312 M-F. 12:00-5:30
P.M., ASK FOR PHIL.

CONVERSE SHOE SALE
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTER. 352-36,10

50' JACK'S BAKERY 50*

Mlsmryta the best, my mece Sonie *
loving, my term Jen always ceres and
my big baa la M to special' Lotaa
Love. Sunshine a AX Cheer ■ ME

•••HOLIDAY IMH'"
Happy Hours everyday, all day
aware BaaM, ALL NMHT

CONGRATS TO THE ATOS FOR
WINNING THE CAN DRIVE WE
KNEW YOU COULD DO IT1 LOVE
THE SWEETHEARTS

50150 Nit.
Bottled I Mixed
No Cover
Main St. 352-3703

HOUSEMOMI WE LOVE YA POLKA
DOTI LOVE. THE PHI MU'»

Happy Hours 7:30-11.00 P.M.
Draft t Wall Drinks
Mam SI. 352-3703

Buy your werm lurry-grama
m University Hall lodayl

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Dissertations. Thesis etc

LOST AND FOUND

ALL FUIS OUT THERE. GET P8YCHE0 FOR A GREAT TIME WITH
THE SIGMA NUS AND ALPHA
GAMMS AT OUR FRIDAY TEAl

Bone- I'd love to accept your nng but
I don I want to be taad down when I go
on National Student Exchange next
year Secured my exchange to the
University ol Utah through NancyMater Ctr tor Educ Options 231
Admin BUg Thanks lor bemg so
undarstaooxvj Love. Sophia
BRUCE ROBINAUOH
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHOAY
HAVE A GREAT NfGHT - BUT
WATCH THOSE SHOTS'
LOVE YA" SALLY

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
I AM
10:00 P.M.
l-eOO-«J8-e03»

G.I CIOMT

Customized T-SNrte «i Jersey! tor
your group or organ!ration
Lowest Prices*aet Delivery.
Call Jen 3H-7011

BIG MICHELE YANKOVTCH
FWOM PLE0GE MOM TO BIG SIS
THANK YOU FOR MY HAPPINESS
YOU'RE TRICKY BUT THE BEST 02
LOVE AND MINE SANDY

RIDCS

MM Alpha Pel and MM Accounting
Club will be hiving • meeting mi>
Wad. NOD. 10 « 7:30 p.m. m iha
Alumni Sulta of tha Union. Profeeeor Larry Kowalekl will apeak on
"Tax Compllanca. Planning and
Research " Social hour will follow
Iha mooting.

Nov 11. warn ■ 8pm
Nov 12. 9am - 4pm
Trinity Un.teO MethoOejl Church
200 N Summit SI

-

lor 150
$45. Col

fee Table -S20. All items in goad
condition. Coll 352-5091.
'74 Mercury Comet. 3 spd on floor,
pa. 75.000 mesa, large 6. Pioneer
cassette, snow tires Tan - 3524468

Apt
available 12'17/62 Female
wanted $620 semester Carnpua
Manor 352 1966
Tired Ol roommates' Enjoy peace &
ouiel in our tuiy furnished studio apt
sign up now lor 2nd semester ol take
advantage ot our Fal specials! Charing poss Apia 1017 S Man St,
352-0590
Houses ft apts lor rent
1983-84 school year
1-267-3341

FOR RENT
Apartments (or Ben!1
Letting (or second semester i or 2
Bedroom aparlirvents-Furnisned ana
uriTumisned $190 or S 220'rno
352-2276 unM 6 352*0232 or
352 6992.

1 A 2 bdrm apts
Convenient, spacious -Meadowview
Courts
352 1195

Apt to sublet spring sem One bedroom m Campus Manor Great Location lor Winter $300'mo plus uM
Cable TV Cal Ann 352-0083
Vel Manor Apartments across from
campus. 2 bdrm, all mil eicept
etec. Prefer grid students or faouity. Can ^^^^6^.
You owe it to your sell to check out
Mid Am Manor & Charles Tower Apts
cal 352 4380 Sun-Thurs 10 302 30
362-7361 Mon-Fri 5:008 00 pm

Capital
Gain.
Time and again.
\.HI\I; iKunJ it said.
"Inmake IIMMHA. \IMI Im.t;

1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVID, 1 362 3110

In huiv mmuyT

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts Available 352
3841 11.00-3 00 pm or 354 11 20
after 3 00 pm

Mm.-\n,i c.ui think ahiHit
making MM ire.
'Ilmls »h> HKin: .uiJ
iimiv pcitpk; .irt iiHiiin^ llii
I'.nnJI Sn\ it i|t% I'I an lnh<i>
l'.S. Sa\iim\ liiHkK .Thai
•va\. alilUcisi;ikcuipulol'
each pu\chcvk aul<Miiatk:aJk
In nolitiK:. vmi'll huw
ciwKu,h HiniJs lur .i \H.W car.
\'-,ire)i«Ms<v\hk.\ili-hi. c\eii a
dream V.KMIKH..
V\liale\er \IHI NIIW liir.
ItaMids .ire UK- safest, siirexl
•\a\ lii|{aiiieup)lal.

Large 4 bdrm home on N Enterprise $375 plus UN Immediate
occupancy Can Broker Realty at
353 8881
Grad
students,
professionals
looking lor 2nd semester housing''
Consider a fully furnished studo 1
bedroom furnished or unfurnished
apartment m gu*t Landscaped surroundings jusi 8 minutes from cam
pus Located near two shopping

Ilk: trull) is. MHI IliiAdn

know iiuu kiNiwimmv)

DON'T FORGET
Today is the LAST DAY
to turn in your
ORIENTATION LEADER
APPLICATIONS

Jiirinnn.il nun HI i
IIIIMII
Mil I I III
'llllill'lli inILIili I
Jlll'll'lii II. II III II mil
JLIIIII I III! II411 ul'JI.I'.l
1I4MI1 UHLII.I UrJUMUl
III III! M .lilllll I I
■llll'IMHII
Hlll'114
11 111 Hill I HII IIJf.1l III

405 Student Services

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH
OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135

FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE - COME OUT
AND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FOR SECOND
SEMESTER NOW! WE PAY HEAT WATER
AND CABLE..

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

come join the funl

in the UAO office, an

Come and FEAST at

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
c

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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5 Sols aside
10 Nevada
metropolis
14 Word with come
or run
15 Scene In many
a movie
16 School event
17 Whhewall
18 Amusing
20 Notwithstanding
22 Metodramatlzes
23 Turn the
(reverse)
24 Give one's word
25 French native
of Louisiana
28 Like some
cosmetics
31 Actor Holbrook
32 Make an Ingress
34 Bus station
36 Made a hole-lnone
36 Makes docile
40 Word to seal a
bargain
41 Mephistopheles
43 Titles of respect,
in Africa
45 Passing mark
46 Refrains from
48 Suds

50 Stake

12 Wheel hub

11 Un.lral .(fer-1

1.1 nanlrlanrva.

52 Investigator
55 Newspapers
58 Pay for services,
e.g.
60 Plane's nose
62 Wordsworth's
metier
133 Garments ot
Hindu women
64 Amaryllis
65 Corn breed
66 Exhausted
67 Within: Prefix

Cockney style
Put right
Accumulation
Having land
A Republic ol
Africa
26 Dashed
27 French student
28 TractoHraliers
29 Era
30 Gift recipient
33 Aesthetic quality
35 Golfer
37 Set free from
mistakes
39 Most absurd
DOWN
42 Damask
1 Fortune; fate
44 Author Bellow
2 Cuptdlnous
47 Insist upon
3 Trifling
49 Baseball feature
4 In a wink
51 Slipper —
5 Raucous
52 Stage scenery
6 Sharp mountain 53 Decorate again
ridge
54 Foretoken
7 In the place of
56 Venture
8 Otologist's
56 Name for a
concern
colleen
9 Phonograph
57 Sign on
record
merchandise
container
59 Talk freely end
10 Back-talked
frankly
11 Theater sign
61 Neighbor of Mont.

CAST

19
21
24
25

every

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
only
75

$1
440 E Courl

("Sf,Ta

•includes heaps of spaghetti
and garlic bread
11a.m.-9p.m.
NO DELIVERY

352-1596

